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ABSTRACT
Theory of Mind (ToM), humans’ capability of attributing mental
states such as intentions, goals, emotions, and beliefs to ourselves
and others, has become a concept of great interest in human-AI
interaction research. Given the fundamental role of ToM in human
social interactions, many researchers have been working on meth-
ods and techniques to equip AI with an equivalent of human ToM
capability to build highly socially intelligent AI. Another line of
research on ToM in human-AI interaction seeks to understand peo-
ple’s tendency to attribute mental states such as blame, emotions,
and intentions to AI, along with the role that AI should play in the
interaction (e.g. as a tool, partner, teacher, facilitator, and more) to
align with peoples’ expectations and mental models. The goal of
this line of work is to distill human-centered design implications
to support the development of increasingly advanced AI systems.
Together, these two research perspectives on ToM form an emerg-
ing paradigm of “Mutual Theory of Mind (MToM)” in human-AI
interaction, where both the human and the AI each possess the
ToM capability. This workshop aims to bring together different
research perspectives on ToM in human-AI interaction by engag-
ing with researchers from various disciplines including AI, HCI,
Cognitive Science, Psychology, Robotics, and more to synthesize ex-
isting research perspectives, techniques, and knowledge on ToM in
human-AI interaction, as well as envisioning and setting a research
agenda for MToM in human-AI interaction.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Human-centered computing→ Human computer interac-
tion (HCI); Collaborative and social computing; • Computing
methodologies→ Artificial intelligence.

KEYWORDS
theory of mind, mutual theory of mind, mental model, human-AI
interaction, human-centered AI, social intelligence
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1 MOTIVATION
Theory of Mind (ToM) [2, 15, 27] refers to humans’ capability of
attributing mental states such as intentions, goals, emotions, and
beliefs to ourselves and others. This concept has become of great
interest in human-AI interaction research [e.g. 1, 6, 11, 37, 39]. In
human-human interaction, a functioning ToM enables us to make
conjectures about each others’ minds through behavioral and ver-
bal cues, which allows us to make predictions about each others’
behaviors and perceptions of the world [27, 37] so that we could
behave accordingly. Given the fundamental role of ToM in human
social interactions, many AI researchers believe that equipping AI
with an equivalent of humans’ ToM capability is the key to building
AI agents with heightened levels of social intelligence for them to
work, play, and live with humans [5, 6, 37]. This vision has inspired
a number of efforts to design and build a ToM-like capability for
AI using different techniques, including recognizing and model-
ing people’s non-verbal cues [21], emotional expressions [21], as
well as people’s beliefs, plans [32], and intents [16]. These stud-
ies typically leverage techniques such as machine learning (e.g.,
Bayesian network) [16, 21], computer vision [7], and cognitive
modeling [16, 17, 25, 33] in contexts such as human-AI decision-
making [16], human-AI collaborations [7, 11, 22], and multi-agent
interactions [28, 33].

Whether AI can have a ToM capability, as well as how we should
talk about ToM in AI, is a controversial topic in academic discourse.
Some scholars argue that describing a machine’s capability using
the vocabulary of a uniquely human capability risks the danger
of anthropomorphizing AI and misleading the public [31]. Some
scholars argue that current AI systems may already possess some
aspects of a ToM-like capability, given that certain advanced AI
systems are already capable of making inferences about our beliefs,
emotions, and intentions with relatively high accuracy. Other schol-
ars have adopted a stronger stance by making controversial claims
that ToM, a uniquely human capability, has spontaneously emerged
in large language models (LLMs) [4, 20] [c.f. 29] as some of those
models were able to pass different versions of the false-belief tasks
used to assess ToM capability in children.
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Alternatively, other researchers are examining ToM in human-AI
interaction by focusing on humans’ ToM when interacting with AI.
There has been a lot of work done to understand humans’ percep-
tions [37], mental models [3, 9, 13], and folk theories [8, 12] of AI.
As AI sometimes gives the illusion of having an “(artificial) mind”,
researchers have also begun to examine people’s reactions and en-
gagements with their perceptions of such an artificial mind [e.g. 30].
Other work has explored people’s tendencies to attribute human
mental states such as blame [34], emotions [30], perspectives [40],
intentions [26], and social motivations [28] to AI. Finally, some re-
searchers are examining how different framings of an AI’s role – as
a collaborator or partner, a teacher, a facilitator, and more – impact
peoples’ perceptions and interactions with it and how to design
effective human-AI teams [18, 19, 24]. As machines with a ToM-like
capability are being developed, understanding people’s ToM when
interacting with AI systems that seemingly have a “(artificial) mind”
offers critical insights into how such AI systems should be designed
from a human-centered viewpoint.

Putting together these two perspectives of research on ToM in
human-AI interaction, from the AI’s side and from the human’s
side, there is an emerging paradigm that we call “Mutual Theory
of Mind (MToM)” in human-AI interaction [36], where both the
human and the AI possess the capability of ToM and continuously
make inferences and attribute mental states to each other during
an interaction. Although enabling MToM in human-AI interaction
promises to make a great impact on achieving human-level interac-
tions that are adaptive, continuous, constructive, and natural, the
specific ways to operationalize MToM, as well as its consequences
on the interaction between human and AI parties, have yet to be
envisioned by the HCI and AI research communities.

2 WORKSHOP GOALS
The goal of this workshop is to bring together researchers from
various disciplines studying ToM in human-AI interaction from
the AI’s ToM point of view and the human’s ToM point of view to
define a unifying research agenda on the human-centered design
and development of MToM in human-AI interaction. This workshop
will provide a platform for researchers to discuss techniques to build
ToM-like capability in AI, as well as implications for designing AI
based on human’s ToM during human-AI interaction. Additionally,
this workshopwill also look at the phenomenon ofMToM in human-
AI interaction by envisioning the design and development of the
interaction dynamic of MToM in human-AI interaction, as well as
critically examining the consequences of having MToM in human-
AI interaction. To support interdisciplinary discussions, we invite
academic and industry researchers in disciplines including but not
limited to cognitive science, AI, HCI, design, robotics, psychology,
communication studies, and more to submit work that will inform
our understanding of MToM in human-AI interaction.

For the purpose of this workshop, we define AI systems broadly
to include any algorithmic-driven technical systems of varying
complexity across different application contexts. Given the recent
discourse on ToM in LLMs, we especially welcome submissions
that discuss ToM and generative AI. Although the definition of ToM
has been well-established in psychology and cognitive science, we
encourage authors to submit work that can expand or propose new

definitions of ToM in human-AI interaction research and establish
the role of such expanded or new definitions. Although we focus
on human-AI interaction in this proposal, we invite researchers
studying ToM in human-human interactions or other interaction
contexts to help shape the discourse around the implications of
MToM in human-AI interaction contexts.

We propose three broad topics that cover important perspectives
on MToM in human-AI interactions. Within each topic we outline
a number of inspirational research questions for which we aim to
solicit contributions to our workshop.

(1) Designing and building an AI’s ToM-like capability
(a) What techniques, methods, models, and data can be used to

build an AI’s ToM-like capability? (e.g., machine learning
techniques, cognitive models, prompt design for LLMs)

(b) What information belongs in an AI’s ToM model of a user,
and how are such information updated? To what extent is
an AI system able to adapt or personalize its responses to
a user based on this information?

(c) How can we measure, assess, and evaluate an AI’s ToM-
like capability?

(d) What factors from anAI’s design (e.g., physical appearance
or voice) could influence people’s perceptions of an AI’s
(artificial) mind?

(e) What does it mean to design an AI’s ToM-like capability
in an ethical and human-centered manner?

(2) Understanding and shaping humans’ ToM in human-
AI interaction
(a) What kind of mental states (e.g., beliefs, intentions, blame)

do people attribute to AI? Why do people attribute mental
states to AI?

(b) How does people’s attribution of mental states to AI relate
to anthropomorphizing AI?

(c) How does the role framing of an AI system (e.g., as a
tool, partner, teacher, facilitator and more) impact people’s
expectations and perceptions for that system? What AI
roles are appropriate for which use cases?

(d) How do people perceive and react to AI systems that dis-
play ToM-like capabilities? What happens when the AI’s
ToM about the users is not accurate?

(3) Envisioning MToM in human-AI interactions
(a) What will the interaction dynamic look like when having

MToM in a human-AI interaction?
(b) How does having MToM in human-AI interaction impact

the quality of human-AI team outcomes?
(c) What are the positive and negative consequences of having

MToM in a human-AI interaction?

3 ORGANIZERS
In order to encourage interdisciplinary discussions on ToM in
human-AI interaction, our workshop organizers come from both
academia and industry with research focuses on various relevant
disciplines such as AI, HCI, Cognitive Science, and Robotics. We
have collective experience in conducting online workshops (e.g. [10,
14, 23, 38]) and symposiums (e.g., [35]). In addition, many of us
have experience participating and organizing hybrid conferences
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and meetings at our respective institutions. We will use lessons
learned from these experiences to conduct the workshop.

QiaosiWang (Chelsea) is a Ph.D. candidate inHuman-Centered
Computing at Georgia Institute of Technology. She conducts inter-
disciplinary research on human-AI interaction, cognitive science,
and computer-supported cooperative work. Chelsea’s Ph.D. disser-
tation work focuses on developing and empirically examining the
theoretical framework of Mutual Theory of Mind [37] for human-AI
communication, which explores how humans’ and AI’s perceptions
of each other evolve through back-and-forth communications.

Sarah E. Walsh is a Robotics Ph.D. candidate at the Daniel
Guggenheim School of Aerospace Engineering at Georgia Tech.
She received her B.S. in Mathematics from Stockton University
and her B.S. in Mechanical Engineering at Rutgers University. Her
research focuses on the development of shared mental models at
the intersection of AI interpretability and human behavior analysis
to improve human-AI collaboration in team decision-making tasks.

Mei Si is an associate professor in the Cognitive Science De-
partment, Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute (RPI) and the graduate
program director of the Critical Game Design program at RPI. Mei
Si received a Ph.D. in Computer Science from the University of
Southern California and an M.A. in Psychology from the University
of Cincinnati. Her primary research interests are embodied conver-
sational agents, interactive storytelling, cognitive robots, and AI in
games.

Jeffrey O. Kephart is a Distinguished Research Staff Member
at the IBM Thomas J. Watson Research Center in New York. He
received a B.S. in Electrical Engineering and Engineering Physics
from Princeton University and a Ph.D. in Electrical Engineering
(physics minor) from Stanford University. He leads an effort on
multi-modal AI assistants that interact with humans via voice and
gesture for data visualization, analytics, and decision making tasks,
which have received Best Demo awards at AAAI and IJCAI. Kephart
is an IEEE Fellow and a member of IBM’s Academy of Technology.

Justin D. Weisz is a Senior Research Scientist, Manager, and
Strategy Lead for Human-Centered AI at IBM Research in York-
town Heights, NY. Dr. Weisz’s research sits at the intersection of
human-computer interaction (HCI) and artificial intelligence (AI),
and he uses a mix of qualitative, quantitative, prototyping, crowd-
sourcing, and speculative methods to understand how to design AI
systems that amplify and augment human capabilities. He was a
co-organizer of the HAI-GEN workshops at IUI (2021-2023) and the
HCXAI workshop at CHI (2023). Dr. Weisz is the PI of a project that
explores how to help people work effectively with generative AI
applications. He was appointed as an IBM Master Inventor in 2016,
an ACM Senior Member in 2022, and he publishes in top-tier HCI
and AI conferences including CHI, IUI, CSCW, AAAI, and NeurIPS.
Dr. Weisz received his B.S., M.S., and Ph.D. in Computer Science
from Carnegie Mellon University.

Ashok K. Goel is a Professor of Computer Science and Human-
Centered Computing in the School of Interactive Computing at
Georgia Institute of Technology, and the Chief Scientist with Geor-
gia Tech’s Center for 21st Century Universities. He is the Executive
Director of the National AI Institute for Adult Learning and Online
Education. He is a Fellow of AAAI and the Cognitive Science Soci-
ety. Ashok’s current research interests include AI agent’s theory of
mind of humans and itself, self-explanation, machine teaching, and
mutual theory of mind between humans and AI agents.

4 WEBSITE
We will disseminate our workshop information and call for propos-
als through our website1. We will put up the detailed workshop
schedule and publish all the accepted workshop papers on our
website upon authors’ consent.

5 PRE-WORKSHOP PLANS
About two weeks prior to the workshop date, we will post accepted
workshop papers, pre-recorded paper talks, a finalized workshop
schedule, speaker and talk descriptions, workshop agenda and other
materials on our website. We will ask authors of accepted papers
to record short paper talks and make them available prior to the
workshop date to facilitate hybrid participation. We expect about
20 to 30 participants. We will prioritize workshop registration for
authors of accepted papers, then open up the remaining spots (if
any) to the broader set of conference attendees on a first-come first-
serve basis. To foster community-building prior to the workshop
day, we will start a Slack or Discord channel to help participants
promote their work and get to know each other.

We will post the call for participation on our website, social
media, mailing lists in ACM, EUSSET, related professional societies,
and organizers’ respective institutions, as well as word-of-mouth.
We are also assembling a program committee with researchers
from both academia and industry to help us disseminate the call
for participation message and submission review.

We will request that each submission be limited to 2-6 pages
of content using the ACM double-column “sigconf” template; ref-
erences will not be counted toward the page limit. Authors are
welcome to submit in-progress or completed empirical research
work as well as position papers or short literature reviews. The
OC and PC will select submissions for inclusion in the workshop.
Selection will be based on uniqueness of content, engagement with
the themes and topics in the workshop call, and potential for con-
tribution to the research community. We anticipate about 10-20
accepted submissions. All submissions will be subjected to single-
blind peer-review by at least three experts from the organizing
committee and the program committee.

6 DURING THE HYBRID WORKSHOP
We will hold a one-day hybrid workshop that will engage both
in-person and remote attendees through a variety of activities. In
accordance with our aim to promote interdisciplinary discussions
and ideas, we plan to hold multiple sessions including a keynote,
two paper sessions, two group activities, and an invited panel (with

1https://theoryofmindinhaichi2024.wordpress.com
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breaks in between). We show a tentative 7.5-hour workshop sched-
ule in Table 1, with a tentative time frame from 9 am to 4:30 pm
local time where the conference will be held.

After brief welcome notes by the workshop organizers, the work-
shop will begin with a keynote to provide an initial exploration
and overview of ToM in human-AI interaction. While we have not
finalized the invited keynote speaker, the invited speaker will have
extensive research experience and understanding of the research
landscape around ToM in human-AI interaction, preferably with
interdisciplinary research experience and background.

We will have two paper sessions (listed as “Paper Session I” and
“Paper Session II” in Table 1) for authors to give short presentations
of their accepted work and answer questions from the audience.
To promote hybrid participation, we are considering playing pre-
recorded paper talks at the session and running a live moderated
panel discussion with all the paper authors in each session, instead
of individual Q&A, depending on how well the paper topics align
with each other. The duration of each paper presentation will be
determined by the total number of papers accepted.

Following each paper session will be group activities (listed as
“Group Activity I” and “Group Activity II” in Table 1) aimed at
facilitating discussions around MToM in human-AI interactions
or other emerging topics from the submissions we received. The
theme of the group activities will be to identify and address a grand
challenge in MToM in human-AI interaction through small group
discussions. These group discussions will be hybrid, participated by
both in-person and remote attendees. Each group will be facilitated
by at least one of the workshop organizers. At the beginning of each
group activity, we will facilitate some short ice breaker activities (5
min) for the group to get to know each other and their work. Then
the group will spend around 15 minutes to brainstorm and identify
grand challenges in MToM in human-AI interaction, such as how
to operationalize MToM or how to mitigate anthropomorphism
enabled by MToM. Each group will then focus on one grand chal-
lenge and come up with solutions to address this challenge. These
solutions could be proposed AI techniques, benchmarks, policies,
research directions, etc. To structure the group discussions, we will
encourage participants to use methods such as affinity diagrams
and concept mapping through virtual collaboration tools (e.g., Miro
and Mural) provided by us. Encouraging the use of these virtual
collaboration tools will also help facilitate interactions and commu-
nications among the in-person and remote attendees within each
small groups. Having two rounds of group activities will encourage
participants to engage in discussions on the various topics and re-
search opportunities and challenges regarding MToM in human-AI
interaction with a broader group of interdisciplinary researchers.

We will host a panel discussion by inviting external panelists
who are familiar with research in ToM and human-AI interaction.
The panel discussion topics will draw on the workshop sub-topics
that we outlined in the previous section, as well as other topics that
emerged from the workshop submissions.

To facilitate engagements between the in-person and remote
attendees, the keynote, the paper sessions, and the panel will all be
live streamed to the remote attendees via online meeting software
(e.g., Zoom) with live captioning enabled. If additional needs were
brought up by the attendees (e.g., signing interpreters, in-room cap-
tioners), we will try to accommodate these needs by working with

Table 1: Tentative schedule for the one-day hybrid workshop.
The time shown in the table is based on local time of where
the conference will be held.

Time Duration Session
9:00 AM - 9:20 AM 20 min Welcome
9:20 AM - 10:00 AM 40 min Opening Keynote
10:00 AM - 11:00 AM 60 min Paper Session I
11:00 AM - 11:15 AM 15 min Coffee Break
11:15 AM - 12:00 PM 45 min Group Activity I
12:00 PM - 1:00 PM 60 min Lunch
1:00 PM - 2:00 PM 60 min Paper Session II
2:00 PM - 2:15 PM 15 min Coffee Break
2:15 PM - 3:00 PM 45 min Group Activity II
3:00 PM - 4:00 PM 60 min Invited Panel
4:00 PM - 4:30 PM 30 min Closing Remarks

the workshop program chairs. Some members of our organizing
committee have indicated that they would be attending remotely,
and hence able to facilitate and monitor activities on the virtual
meeting platform. The group activities will also be facilitated in a
hybrid fashion by encouraging the use of virtual collaboration tools
to facilitate interactions between remote and in-person attendees.

We will record (upon consent from workshop participants) the
keynote, paper sessions, as well as the panel session and put the
recordings up on our website to share with the broader research
community and the public.

7 POST-WORKSHOP PLANS
First, we hope to organize a special issue on the topic of “Mutual
Theory of Mind in Human-AI Interaction” in an HCI or HAI journal
venue. We plan to invite strong workshop submissions to expand
on their work to submit to this special issue. Second, we want to
continue the discussion with our workshop attendees and build
the community around this topic. To do this, we plan to start a
mailing list/Slack group for our workshop attendees to post rele-
vant updates, news, and encourage them to invite others who are
also working on this topic to the group. Third, we also want to
reach a broader audience to continue the discussion. Hence we
hope to summarize the workshop discussions and outcomes in an
online article that could be published in the Human-Centered AI
publication on Medium (https://medium.com/human-centered-ai).
We also want to share the recordings of some portions of this work-
shop, e.g., opening keynote and paper presentations, on YouTube
and publicize the recordings on social media to reach a broader
audience outside of the academic community.

8 CALL FOR PARTICIPATION
Theory of Mind (ToM) refers to humans’ capability of attributing
mental states such as goals, emotions, and beliefs to ourselves and
others. This concept has become of great interest in human-AI inter-
action research. In this hybrid workshop (https://theoryofmindin
haichi2024.wordpress.com), we seek to bring together researchers
working on different perspectives of ToM in human-AI interaction
to define a unifying research agenda for Mutual Theory of Mind

https://miro.com/login/
https://www.mural.co
https://medium.com/human-centered-ai
https://theoryofmindinhaichi2024.wordpress.com
https://theoryofmindinhaichi2024.wordpress.com
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(MToM) in human-AI interaction (i.e., where both humans and AI
have ToM during interactions) through interdisciplinary discus-
sions. We aim to explore three broad topics to inspire workshop
discussions: (1) designing and building AI’s ToM-like capability,
(2) understanding and shaping human’s ToM in human-AI interac-
tion, (3) envisioning MToM in human-AI interaction. We encour-
age academic and industry researchers from various disciplines to
contribute 2-6 pages ACM double-column format position papers,
literature reviews, or in-progress empirical studies to shape the
discourse around ToM in human-AI interaction. We welcome sub-
missions that discuss ToM and advanced AI systems that give the
illusion of “having a mind” such as large language models, as well
as submissions that expand or propose new definitions of ToM in
human-AI interaction. Papers should be submitted via EasyChair
and will be evaluated based on quality and relevance to ToM in
human-AI interaction. Upon acceptance, papers will be published
on the workshop website. At least one author of each accepted sub-
mission must attend the workshop and all participants must register
for both the workshop and for at least one day of the conference. For
more information contact theoryofmindinhaichi24@easychair.org.
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